MINUTES OF CIAC BOYS SWIM COMMITTEE MEETING  
September 13, 2016

(Meeting postponed from September 12, 2016)

Present: John O’Connor, John McClure, Terry Lowe, Bob Lehr

Discussion on medals presentation – It was agreed that the medal ceremony should be significant to the student-athletes earning those distinctions. Bob Lehr will contact the meet directors to remind them of the importance of the medal awarding ceremony.

There was considerable discussion about the state of swimming facilities in Connecticut. Although Wesleyan University has increased its rental rate, it was decided to stay with Wesleyan for the 2017 championships. The venues will be evaluated after the events conclude.

It was agreed that an award should be presented to Bruce Jaffe in recognition of his many years devoted to boys swimming and to the boys swim committee. That award will be presented at the 2017 boys swim open.

The packet was reviewed and many of the duplicate areas were deleted. Several times were also adjusted by the committee.

The final divisional alignment will take place after the co-op teams are finalized.

Meeting adjourned at 5:05 p.m.